Agenda

• Few words about the AIP changes
• Two ongoing project presentations

• CERIT visions
• CERIT Science Park – update & plans
• CERIT Scientific Cloud – activities
Changes to the Association of Industrial Partners (AIP) @ FI MU

Vasheek Matyas
Aim

• FI learning real ICT challenges of companies
• Leveraging on successful partnerships
• Separating pure HR from other activities
• Strengthening industry-FI links
  – On personal level
  – Focused cooperation – champions of cooperation
  – Building on CERIT opportunities
Levels of partnership

• SME partner – at least 5 (successfully defended) theses in the past 2 years & 50k fee
  – This restriction does not apply in first two years of membership
  – In the future might split in two – the other one “employee search only”
• Partner – 10 theses & 100k
• Strategic partner – 15 theses & 250k
Open lab day (new activity)

• Organized in the same day as
  – half-day for students interested in PhD/MSc research
  – half-day for selected companies (usually Strategic partners and selected Partners)
• Different audience & aims clearly recognized
• Both lab head and some students present
Workshop (new activity)

- Focused topic – area of research @ FI
- Invitation to a broad range of companies, not only to AIP members
- Typical attendee – company CTO, R&D Head, for some companies even CEO

- 2 per year
Day @ FI (new activity)

- Selected partner invited
  - Interest specification requested
    - Best as specific research challenges
- Participation of 4-5 experts from FI
  - List of attendees known to all FI & partner
- Bios of participants exchanged beforehand
- 45-minute meetings (per expert/group) with no more than 5 slides
  - Notes taken & assistant-tracked follow-up
- Visit schedule known widely @ FI
- 1-2 per year, follow-up for a few years
Clear description to be provided!

• Basics: AIP aims, levels of partnerships
• Directory – people & research profiles/topics
• How-to/FAQ for job adverts, AIP Day presentations, company activities that can be organized @ FI
• Success stories
AIP day

• Will continue in the same basic shape & idea
  – Two blocks of company presentations (free choice of content) & mid-day session with faculty mgmt.
  – Stands for students interested in jobs/cooperation

• Format changes possible from Fall 2014